Summer Jam 2019

Count: 32     Wall: 4     Level: Beginner

Choreographer: Lynn Card (June 2019)

Music: "Summer Jam" by Jake Owen

NO TAGS, NO RESTARTS

SCUFF, HITCH, CROSS, SIDE ROCK, RECOVER, CROSS, WEAVE RIGHT, STOMP, STOMP

1&2,3&4 Scuff RF(1), Hitch R(&), Cross R over L(2), Rock LF to left side(3), Recover RF in place(&), Cross LF over RF(4)
Step RF to right(5), Step LF behind RF(&), Step RF to right(6), Cross LF over RF(&),
Step RF to right(7), Stomp LF next to RF(&), Stomp LF next to RF(8) (keep weight on RF)

5&6&7&8

KICK BALL POINT, KICK BALL TOUCH, WEAVE LEFT, STOMP STOMP

1&2,3&4 Kick LF forward(1), Recover LF next to RF(&), Point RF to right(2), Kick RF forward(3), Recover RF next to LF(&), Touch LF next to RF(4)
Step LF to left(5), Step RF behind LF(&), Step LF to left(6), Cross RF over LF(&),
Step LF to left(7), Stomp RF next to LF(&), Stomp RF next to LF(8) (keep weight on LF)

5&6&7&8

SKATE RIGHT, TOUCH, SKATE LEFT, TOUCH, SKATE 2X RIGHT, SKATE LEFT, TOUCH. SKATE RIGHT, SKATE ¼ TURN LEFT, BALL STEP, STEP FORWARD

1&2&3&4 Skate RF to right(1), Touch LF next to RF(&), Skate LF to left(2), Touch RF next to LF(&), Skate RF right(3), Step LF next to RF(&), Skate RF right(4)
Skate LF left(5), Touch RF next to LF(&), Skate RF right(6), Turn ¼ to left skating LF left(7) (9:00), Step RF next to LF(&), Step LF forward(8) (feel free to travel to right forward slightly)

5&6,7&8

MAMBO FORWARD, RECOVER, MAMBO BACK, RECOVER, STEP, ½ TURN LEFT, CHASE, RUN RUN RUN

1&2,3&4 Rock RF forward(1), Recover back on LF(&), Step RF next to LF(2), Rock LF back(3), Recover forward on RF(&), Step LF next to RF(4)
Step RF forward(5), Turn ½ to left stepping LF forward(&) (3:00), Step RF forward(6), Run/step LF forward(7), Run/step RF next to LF(&), Run/step LF forward(8)

Contact: (lynnocard28@gmail.com or Line Dance With Lynn on FB)